
Who Whom

Name: Date: __/__/20__

She was also told that a companion _______ was by his side when he fell,
but _______ was not able to stay with him, would come along soon and give
her the particulars.

1. who
who

Every fibre of his being rebelled against the misfortune of being dragged
through the wilderness at this decisive hour, far from his people and the father
_______ he knew to be in such imminent danger.

2.

whom

Was there ever a person in the room with you, marked by any special
weakness or peculiarity, with _______ you could be two hours and not touch
the infirm spot?

3.
whom

The moral perfection of this character has been called in question, we
think, by those _______ did not understand it.
4.

who

The warrior _______ drinks it immediately falls desperately in love with the
woman _______ gives it to him.
5. who

who

Monsters enough, on _______ you cannot set your foot, throng your path.6. whom

Thus I, _______ longed to give my life for hers, I was killing her.7. who

The nation's representative is less secure in his tenure of office than his
own servant, to _______ he must give warning of his impending dismissal.
8.

whom

He was cunning enough eventually to get included in the number of those
conspirators _______ were not prosecuted, and returned to the Huguenots,
for _______ he worked hard in Germany.

9.
who

whom

Most of those _______ cared for the honor of the family denied the fact.10. who

He was good in the main, but I had no notion of being married, and could
not bear any one _______ talked to me about it.
11.

who

Frith, of _______ we have heard, was one of these.12. whom
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His eyes were closed and on his face was a look of the most perfect
peace and happiness-the look of one _______ has long sought and found at
last.

13.
who

You may have some friend _______ will respond.14. who

The first to _______ I spoke had been wounded in a small expedition after
lumber, from which a party had just returned, and in which they had been
under fire and had done very well.

15. whom

What rendered it so provoking was the doubt it implied as to the capability
of self-guidance possessed by the individual to _______ it was addressed.
16.

whom

There were people on the porch _______ were looking at this spectacle.17. who

Among the various arguments which may be urged in favor of the
authenticity of this monument, and which has not yet been advanced, may be
reckoned the name of the priest by _______ it was raised.

18.

whom

It was Aunt Nan _______ asked the question.19. who

She put her fat white arms round the person's neck _______ happened to
be carrying her.
20. who
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